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a collective audio experiment at M&W

In the name of experimenting and sharing
ideas, M&W has teamed up with sound
artist and musician Halsey Burgund to
setup a demonstration here in Philly of his
sound installation, Scapes, which was
exhibited at the deCordova Sculpture
Park and Museum in 2010.
Scapes is powered by a new
location-sensitive audio streaming
technology called Roundware which was
developed for the project. This platform
generates personalized real-time audio
streams which could have interesting
educational and engagement uses, so
giving it a go with this crowd seemed like
a natural fit.

The installation allows you to wander
around downtown Philadelphia while
listening to (and influencing with your
location) an evolving mixture of music
and participant recordings. You can 'tag'
any location with audio comments which
are immediately incorporated into the
musical fabric for everyone to hear.
The system is setup and ready to use
(with an iPhone and much coveted data
network connectivity!), so download the
free 'Scapes' app and give it a shot.
Feel free to use Scapes itself to share your
thoughts, ideas and feedback with
everyone!

For more information and to
see an interactive map of
participant recordings as
they are made, go to:
http://bit.ly/scapesmw
See also:
http://halseyburgund.com
and stay tuned to:
#mw2011
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museum studies

MASTER OF ARTS IN

Gain the foundation necessary to become
a museum leader of tomorrow.
Museums of the 21st century are experiencing rapid changes and new challenges as
they play an ever-expanding role in cultural understanding worldwide. Students in the
Museum Studies Program learn the skills needed to meet these new responsibilities.

Museums and the Web 2012

 Earn your degree online
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 Study part time with flexible course scheduling
 Focus on technology in the museum

Call For Participation

 Explore global museum perspectives
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Apply online year round.

Online Information Session
Thursday, April 14
6:30 – 7:30 pm
RSVP at museum-studies.jhu.edu

The MW program is built from the ground up, based on your suggestions. Proposals are encouraged on any topic related
to museums creating, facilitating, delivering or participating in culture, science and heritage online.
The MW program takes many forms. Carefully choose the right format for your proposal. Even the best ideas may be rejected if proposed
for a less than appropriate presentation format. Proposals should reflect real accomplishments; ideas are often best discussed in the annual
‘unconference’ event and you can wait to propose them there.
Session Formats

For more information and to RSVP visit
museum-studies.jhu.edu

A Paper in a Session
Research results and evaluated case studies with broad
applicability are presented in 15-20 minutes in formal sessions
with other papers followed by discussion.
Demonstrations
Recent implementations are shown in this intimate, face-to-face,
90 minute format that ensures almost all delegates will see your
project and talk one-on-one.
Pre-Workshops (full or half-day)
Professional education and skills boosting workshops are offered
prior to the meeting.
Mini-Workshop
Teach a new method, tool or technique in a one-hour MiniWorkshop that includes user participation.
Professional Forums
A forum is the best way to engage colleagues in debate around
a topic of concern to the field or to explore an opportunity for
collaboration.

Further Details?
Contact the MW2011 Conference Co-Chairs: David Bearman and
Jennifer Trant by e-mail: mw2012@archimuse.com
Produced by

Archives & Museum Informatics
www.archimuse.com

Performances? Interactions? Services?
Propose any other format of participation and explain how it
works. We are open to one-off ideas.
Exhibitor Briefings
Exhibitors of commercial products and services may give briefings
on recent projects, along with showing products in the Exhibit
Hall.
Multiple Submissions
Multiple proposals about the same project will not be accepted.
Multiple submissions from the same person are rarely accepted.
Co-ordinate your proposal with your colleagues.
Session Proposals
Proposals for sessions should be submitted as individual papers
with a covering note. Papers are reviewed individually; full sessions
are rarely accepted.
Peer Review
All proposals (except Exhibitor Briefings) are subject to critical
peer review by an International Program Committee.

Deadlines
•• September 30, 2011 for Papers, Workshops,
Mini-Workshops and Professional Forums
(written paper required by Jan. 31, 2012)
•• December 31, 2011 for Demonstrations
(written papers optional, due Jan 31, 2012)
•• February 28, 2012 for Exhibitor’s Briefings

Watch http://conference.archimuse.com/mw2012 for online proposal submission, program details, and registration.
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Thank You!

Thanks to our Collaborators!

MW2011 Program Committee

Many individuals and organizations help Archives & Museum Informatics put together MW2011. As always, we
thank the MW2011 Program Committee, the Local Arrangements Committee (chaired by Karen Elinich of
the Franklin Institute), and the Best of the Web Judges.
We couldn’t have done it without you!

Co-Chairs
• David Bearman and Jennifer Trant,
Archives & Museum Informatics
Committee Members

Our special thanks to:
Professor Slavko Milekic of the University of the Arts
who organized the demonstrations on Friday night at the
Conference Reception; Halsey Burgund for setting up
the amazing Streetscapes audio interaction throughout
downtown all week; and Deborah Boyer for conducting the Philly History Tour on Tuesday.
Thanks also to our Collaborating Organizations:
The Academy of Natural Sciences, Institute of
Contemporary Art, Franklin Institute, Mutter
Museum, National Museum of American Jewish
History, Philadelphia Museum of Art, and University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archeology and
Anthropology for hosting pre-conference tours.

• Sebastian Chan, Head of Digital, Social & Emerging
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Franklin Institute and the University of the
Arts evening receptions.
Azavea for sponsoring a reception in their offices on
April 5.

•
•
•

Selago and Extensis for sponsoring scholarships to
Museums and the Web 2011.
Thanks to all the Participants … who contributed
their time, their best ideas and their papers.

•
•
•

Again, we thank those attendees who have contributed
by paying carbon offsets for flights and declining the conference bag if it was going to end up in landfill.
And all the rest of you, for coming… we’re looking forward to another great week of fantastic ideas and friendships. We hope you enjoy re-using your MW2011 mugs.
Let us know where they end up, by posting pictures in
the Flickr group.
David + jennifer

Thank You!
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•
•

Technologies, Powerhouse Museum, Australia
Brian Dawson, Director, Informatics, Canada Science
and Technology Museum Corporation, Canada
Marthe de Vet, Head of Education, Van Gogh Museum,
The Netherlands
Gail Durbin, Head, V&A Online, Victoria & Albert
Museum, United Kingdom
Karen Elinich, Director, Educational Technology, The
Franklin Institute Science Museum, USA
Jane Finnis, Director, Culture24, United Kingdom
Kate Haley Goldman, Director of Learning Research
and Evaluation, Center for Interactive Learning at the
Space Science Institute, USA
Tim Hart, Director, Information Multimedia &
Technology, Museum Victoria, Australia
Susan Hazan, Curator of New Media, The Israel
Museum, Jerusalem, Israel
Paul Marty, Associate Professor, School of Library and
Information Studies, Florida State University, USA
Dana Mitroff Silvers, Head of Online Services, San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art, USA
Nancy Proctor, Head of Mobile Strategy & Initiatives,
Smithsonian Institution, USA
Jemima Rellie, Director of Publishing and New Media,
Royal Collection, United Kingdom
Mia Ridge, Lead Web Developer, Science Museum,
United Kingdom
Nate Solas, Webmaster / Administrator, New Media
Initiatives, Walker Art Center, USA
Robert Stein, Deputy Director for Research,
Technology, and Engagement, Indianapolis Museum of
Art, USA
Kevin von Appen, Director, Science Communication,
Ontario Science Centre, Canada
Bruce Wyman, Director of Creative Development,
Second Story Interactive Studios, USA

Museums and the Web Online

conference.archimuse.com
Museums and the Web is online – year-round –
at http://conference.archimuse.com. There you can
participate in discussions, post a blog, find and contact other people, list a job, follow the Best of the
Web awards, vote on the Best of the Web People’s
Choice, and search a growing bibliography based on
all MW and ICHIM papers.
During MW2011 conference.archimuse.com
will be the focus for our online backchannel.
We’ll be gathering data from around the Web, and
posting our own details about the conference, as it
happens. Some places to watch:

Twitter
http://www.twitter.com

Follow museweb for up-to-date bulletins, and
useful info year-round. Use @museweb to get
our attention.
Use the #mw2011 hashtag to identify your
tweets as related to Museums and the Web
2011. Find them all at http://search.twitter.com/
search?q=mw2011

Lanyrd
http://lanyrd.com/2011/museums-and-the-web/

If you’re on Twitter, Lanyrd will help you find others
at MW2011.

Flickr
http://www.flickr.com/groups/mw2011-15th

Use the mw2011 tag on your pictures. Add them to
the mw2011-15th group to help others find them.

SlideShare
http://www.slideshare.net/group/museums-and-the-web

We’ll be collecting presentations from MW2011
speakers and posting them on SlideShare. Join our
group to find them – and other related material.

Linked In

Join the Museums and the Web group on Linked
In and connect with professionals from around the
world.
RSVP for the Museums and the Web meeting, and
let people know if you’re exhibiting or presenting as
well.

Facebook Page

Show your interest! Like the Museums and

the Web fan page on Facebook. There’s news
posted there regularly. Let people know you are at
MW2011. RSVP for the Museums and the Web
2011 Facebook event.

Your Blog
on your own site

Use the mw2011 tag to identify your posts, and
we’ll pull them together in the MW on the Web section of conference.archimuse.com

Don’t have a blog?
http://conference.archimuse.com

You can contribute to conference.archimuse.
com as often as you’d like.
Accounts have been set up for everyone registered
for MW2011. You can post a blog, start a discussion,
make a comment, contact others ... participate!

Best of the Web: People’s Choice

Before Friday, review the Best of the Web
nominations on conference.archimuse.
com and cast your vote for the People’s
Choice Award.



#mw2011 online
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Tuesday April 5, 2011

Tour Registration

Meet in the Loews Hotel Lobby 8:00 am

8:30 am – 4:00 pm    

Philadelphia Science Museums Tour

Three important early 19th century science museums within a few blocks of each
other in Center City Philadelphia are meeting their audiences in new ways in the 21st
century. Visit Franklin Institute, the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia and
the Mutter Museum.

8:30 am – 4:00 pm

Philadelphia Arts and Social Science Museums Tour

Learn how the leading art and social sciences museums in the city are innovating on
site and on the Web. Visit the National Museum of American Jewish History, the
Philadelphia Museum of Art, the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archeology
and Anthropology and the Institute of Contemporary Art.

12:00 pm – through
Sunday
throughout downtown
near the hotel

Streetscapes

Sound artist Halsey Burgund
has set up a demonstration
participatory audio installation for MW2011. Based
on his Scapes exhibit at
the deCordova Sculpture
Park outside Boston, this
location-sensitive
installation allows participants to
wander around downtown
Philadelphia while listening
to (and influencing with their
changing location) an evolving
mixture of music and participant comments.  Participants can ‘tag’ any location with audio comments that are
immediately incorporated into the musical fabric for everyone to hear.
To give it a try, all you need to do is download the free ‘Scapes’ app from the App
Store onto an iPhone, put on some headphones and walk around the city nearby the
hotel where the system is activated.  Scapes will be discussed as part of the “More
Than Tours” workshop on Wednesday as well. For more information, please visit
http://bit.ly/scapesmw
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4:00 pm – 6:00 pm
Leaves from Loews
Philadelphia Hotel

Walking Tour of Historic Philadelphia with GPS and Augmented Reality
Walking Through the Past: a walking and virtual tour of Philadelphia’s downtown and
beyond led by Deborah Boyer, public historian, project manager on the award-winning
PhillyHistory.org project, and history guru at Azavea, a local location-based software
development firm.

6:00 pm – 7:30 pm
Azavea offices at
340 N. 12th Street
(approximately 0.5 mi
from hotel)

Cocktail Reception at Azavea
Azavea invites attendees at MW2011 in town early to join them at a cocktail reception.

Wednesday April 6, 2011

Registration

8:00 am – 5:30 pm
Second Floor Lobby

Full Day Workshop
DrupalCamp
R.J. Townsend, Cultivate Technologies; Sara Johnston, A Touch of Technology; and Richard Pelletier,
The Mariners’ Museum, USA
The Drupal Content Management System (CMS) is free and open source software used
for building highly flexible, interactive, and feature-rich websites. This workshop will be
conducted using a familiar “DrupalCamp” style, containing 6 mini-sessions covering a
number of topics. Intended for a technical audience, including webmasters, programmers,
system admins, front-end (UI) developers, and CTOs, attendees will walk away with a
solid understanding of the principles used to build scalable Drupal-powered websites.

9:00 am – 5:00 pm
Anthony

Morning Workshops
Augmented Storytelling: How to Create Interesting AR Tours in the Urban Realm
Margriet Schavemaker, Paul Stork, Hein Wils, Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam; and Ebelien
Pondaag, Fabrique Communication and Design, The Netherlands
This workshop will provide a basic introduction to the concepts and techniques of
visualization using tools that do not require knowledge of any particular programming
language, though familiarity with programming concepts will be useful. Designed presentation of collection information can have real, functional benefits. We will use real
data in practical examples. We will build simple prototypes during the workshop and
show how these can be extended to fit the needs of researchers, curators, colleagues
and other targeted audiences.
Rules of Play: Design Elements of Addictive Online Learning Games
Dave Schaller, eduweb, USA
This workshop focuses on a handful of game mechanics that help us move from the
kinds of “game-like” interactives commonly found on museum Web sites into the
realm of true games. With a firm understanding of these mechanics, we can design
online games that incorporate our content and create compelling, even addicting
learning experiences for our audiences.

9:00 am – 12:30 pm
Washington A

9:00 am – 12:30 pm
Washington B

Multitouch and Multiuser Design
Jim Spadaccini and Paul Lacey, Ideum, USA
Multitouch and multiuser exhibits are changing the ways in which visitors interact
with computer-based exhibits in museums. This half-day workshop will explore the
technology and design aspects of multitouch, multiuser exhibit development.

9:00 am – 12:30 pm
Washington C

Mobile Strategy and Business Models
Nancy Proctor, Smithsonian Institution, USA
Is mobile mania just the latest new technology hype, or will it make a lasting impact
on how museums engage with audiences and do their business? What new business
models are becoming available for mobile products and services, and how are old ones
transforming, with the increasing pervasiveness of personal mobile devices among our
visitors? This workshop takes the position that, “You don’t need A mobile strategy;
you need mobile to be part of THE strategy.”

9:00 am – 12:30 pm
Commonwealth A1

Workshops
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Wednesday April 6, 2011

10:30 am  – 11:00 am
Second Floor Foyer

Coffee Break – sponsored by Johns Hopkins University

9:00 am – 12:30 pm
Adams

Designing Activities to Encourage Online Engagement With Museum Collections
Gail Durbin, United Kingdom
This half-day workshop is for people who want to set up online activities for their visitors for the first time or who have some experience of doing this but want to expand
or deepen their work. It will focus on the design of activities and not the technology.

9:00 am – 12:30 pm
Tubman

Web Analytics: Part One – The Why and How of Measuring and Tracking
Online Visitors
Sebastian Chan, Powerhouse Museum, Australia
Web analytics are an essential skill for every museum Web developer and content producer. With the new complexities of a ‘Web presence’ rather than just a ‘Web site’,
museum professionals need more than ever the ability to measure and track visitors
so as to both improve their products and content, and demonstrate value to managers,
directors and funders.

9:00 am – 12:30 pm
Commonwealth A2

Creating Your Social Media Strategy
Jeff Taylor and Noreen Ahmad, LaPlaca Cohen; Kory French and Lindsay Martin, Lord Cultural
Resources, USA
This workshop is designed to help guide participants in developing actionable social
media strategies for their respective institutions, building from a range of case studies,
peer best practices, and hot-off-the-press audience research.

12:30 pm – 1:30 pm
33rd. Floor

Lunch for all Workshop Participants

Afternoon Workshops
1:30 pm – 5:00 pm
Washington A

E-Books for Museums: How to Make Them, and Why You Should
Greg Albers, HolArtBooks, USA
Following an overview of the e-book industry, and a look at the few approaches being
explored in museums today, we’ll dive into e-books by creating one from start to
finish in this half-day workshop.

1:30 pm – 5:00 pm
Washington B

Developing Dynamic Visitors’ Guides, Floor Plans, Mobile Navigation and
Location Awareness
Linda Perrry-Lube, American Museum of Natural History, USA
We’ll examine processes to identify visitors’ navigation and interpretation needs, and
develop and deploy dynamic wayfinding, mapping, tours and visitor guides.

1:30 pm – 5:00 pm
Washington C

Open Exhibits Tools: a Bootcamp
Jim Spadaccini and Paul Lacey, Ideum, USA
Open Exhibits (www.openexhibits.org) is a National Science Foundation-funded initiative to develop a library of free and open multitouch-enabled software modules for
exhibit development.  Built using the popular Adobe Flash and Flex authoring tools,
it enables museum professionals to create multitouch and multiuser exhibits more
easily.  In this half-day workshop, you’ll learn how to get started.

Workshops
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Wednesday April 6, 2011
Coffee Break – sponsored by Johns Hopkins University

3:30 pm – 4:00 pm
Second Floor Foyer

More Than Tours: Radical Opportunities in Mobile Content Design and Social Media
Nancy Proctor, Smithsonian Institution; Sandy Goldberg, free-lance writer; Ed Rodley, Science
Museum Boston; Koven Smith, The Metropolitan Museum of Art; Dave Schaller, eduweb; and Kate
Haley Goldman, Center for Interactive Learning at the Space Science Institute, USA
This workshop is designed to get us thinking “outside the audio tour box” to devise
radical new approaches to mobile experiences for museum audiences.

1:30 pm – 5:00 pm
Commonwealth A1

Bringing Visitors into Design and Design into the Visitor Experience
Jes Koepfler, UXR Consulting, USA
Involving users in the design process has been shown to increase buy-in, reduce
mistakes down the line, and increase overall return-on-investment. In this half-day
workshop we’ll explore three fun methods for involving your museum visitors at the
conceptual design phase.

1:30 pm – 5:00 pm
Commonwealth A2

Web Analytics: Part Two – Going Deeper with Google Analytics (including
personal health check!)
Sebastian Chan, Powerhouse Museum, Australia
Web analytics are an essential skill for every museum Web developer and content
producer. With the new complexities of a ‘Web presence’ rather than just a ‘Web
site’, museum professionals need more than ever the ability to measure and track visitors so as to both improve their products and content, as well as demonstrate value
to managers, directors and funders.

1:30 pm – 5:00 pm
Tubman

Orientation Session
Is this your first Museums and the Web? Meet other newbies and join up with veterans
who share your particular interests and have volunteered to help you find the people
you’ll want to know.

5:00 pm – 6:00 pm
Congress B/C

We’ll give you some pointers about how to make this meeting work and what to look
out for. And we’ll have some fun – and then head off to the Welcome Reception.

6:00 pm – 7:30 pm
222 North 20th St.;
about 1 mile

Welcome Reception
Franklin Institute
Wednesday April 6, 2011
6:00 – 7:30 pm
222 North 20th St.

ticket required for entrance

The Franklin Institute Museum
reception provides a great opportunity
to reconnect with old friends. The
museum will open its science galleries,
full of interactive features – including
a walk-through heart – for attendees
to experience. The catering features
a “Cleopatra” buffet: kabobs of lamb,
salmon, and chicken, stuffed grape
leaves, hummous, baba ghanoush,
olives, pitas and an open bar.

Buses Run
5:45 pm – 7:45 pm
12th Street Valet
Entrance, Loews
Philadelphia Hotel

YOU MUST REGISTER BEFORE GOING TO THE RECEPTION. STOP BY THE LOEWS BEFORE 6:00 PM.

Workshops
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Thursday April 7, 2011

7:30 am – 6:00 pm
Second Floor Foyer

Registration

Coffee Break

8:00 am – 9:00 am
Second Floor Foyer

Opening Plenary
9:00 am – 10:30 am
Commonwealth
A/B/C/D


Plenary

Chair: Jennifer Trant, Archives & Museum Informatics, Canada

Grounding Digital Information Trends
Kristen Purcell, Pew Internet & American Life, USA
The Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project provides data on the
rise of mobile Internet, the increasing popularity of handheld devices such as cell
phones, tablet computers and e-readers, the emergence of social media, and the move
towards augmented realities that can help us identify how those trends are shaping the
way content-oriented organizations like museums interact with their audiences now
and will need to interact in the future.

10:30 am – 11:00 am
Second Floor Foyer

Coffee Break

11:00 am – 12:00 pm
Commonwealth A/B

e-Books and Museum Publishing


Organizations

Chair: Dana Mitroff Silvers, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, USA

The Transition to Online Scholarly Catalogues
Nik Honeysett, J. Paul Getty Museum, USA
Funded by the Getty Foundation, this five-year initiative aims to explore the potential
for scholarly collection catalogues in an online environment, determine the institutional resources needed, and support the creation of replicable models.
Integration of Print and Digital Publishing Workflows
Sam Quigley and Liz Neely, Art Institute of Chicago, USA
The Art Institute of Chicago has been publishing award-winning scholarly and popular
print catalogues for decades… but is this model sustainable? Digital publication appears
to hold great promise for both user experience and global reach. In this paper, we will
share the Art Institute of Chicago’s experiences gained from forging new integrated
print and digital publishing workflows.

11:00 am – 12:00 pm
Commonwealth C/D


Access

Info-Seeking

Chair, Paul Marty, Florida State University, USA

Scholarly Information-Seeking Behaviour in the British Museum Online
Collection
Claire Ross and Melissa Terras, University College London, United Kingdom
This paper presents a collaborative study between UCL Centre for Digital Humanities and the British Museum. This study considers the use and information seeking
behaviour by scholars of the British Museum’s Collection Online.

Sessions
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Thursday April 7, 2011

Cultural Data Sculpting: Omni-spatial interactive visualization for large scale
heterogeneous datasets
Sarah Kenderdine and Timothy Hart, Museum Victoria, Australia
This paper presents three research projects currently underway to develop new
omni-spatial visualization strategies for the collaborative interrogation of large-scale
heterogeneous cultural datasets using the world’s first 360-degree stereoscopic visualization environment (Advanced Visualization and Interaction Environment –  AVIE).

Organizational Change

11:00 am – 12:00 pm
Congress

Chair: Kevin von Appen, Ontario Science Centre, Canada

Social Media and Organizational Change
Dana Allen-Greil, National Museum of American History; Susan Edwards and Jack Ludden, J.Paul
Getty Trust; and Eric Johnson, Thomas Jefferson Foundation, USA
How to manage social media is a question asked by museums of all sizes and types. We
will identify trends in the field as well as available resources that can help facilitate best
practices for using social media. We will compare different approaches at different
types of institutions (large vs. small, history vs. art museums, local vs. international).


Organizations

Why Reinvent The Wheel Over and Over Again? How An Offline Platform
Stimulates Online Innovation
Lieke Heijmans and Nikki Timmermans, knowledgeland; Lotte Belice Baltussen, Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision; Edith Schreurs, Van Gogh Museum; Bart Grob, National Museum of the
History of Science and Medicine; Pepijn Lemmens, Netherlands Architecture Institute; Ralp Kits,
DEN Foundation; and Erik van Tuijn, Gemeentemuseum the Hague, The Netherlands
In this paper, the case of an innovative Dutch think-tank for the cultural sector is
described. The Heritage Innovators Network (INE in Dutch) is unique in the Netherlands. For the first time, creative thinkers from cultural heritage institutions come
together every month and discuss current topics in their sector, such as crowdsourcing, interaction with the public, and open content. The discussions and results of
these sessions have successfully influenced and spread innovative ideas and solutions
for cultural institutions.
11:00 am – 12:00 pm
Washington

Social Media and Beyond

Chair: Gail Durbin, Victoria & Albert Museum, United Kingdom

Audience+: A Holistic Approach to Developing Social Media Guidelines for
Swiss Museums
Axel Vogelsang and Bettina Minder, University of Applied Sciences and Arts, Switzerland
The project “Audience+, Museums and the Participative Web” investigates the challenges and opportunities for Swiss cultural heritage institutions with regards to the
use of digital social media. It is supported by the Organisation of Swiss museums and
aims at developing best practice guidelines for Swiss museums.

Social Media

Online Presence and the Act of Not Just Being There. The Use of Social Media
by Danish Museums
Nanna Holdgaard, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
The paper will take its point of departure in an outline of the Danish online museum
landscape through an analysis of the museums’ online content. This includes the presentation of the results of a content analysis of all the 123 state-owned and statesubsidized museums’ websites and a study of the museums’ use of social media.

Sessions
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Thursday April 7, 2011

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm

Lunch on your own

Tagging
1:00 pm – 2:30 pm
Commonwealth A/B


Access

Chair: Timothy Hart, Museum Victoria, Australia

Tag! You’re It! What value do folksonomies bring to the online museum
collection?
Susan Cairns, University of Newcastle, Australia
This paper presents an exploratory examination of the value that folksonomies provide to the museum and gallery sector. Using Sydney’s Powerhouse Museum and the
fully Internet-based steve.museum as examples, it will demonstrate that incorporating
folksonomies with traditional taxonomic museum classification systems provides the
museum with an important new way through which to maintain and grow its relevance
in the digital age.
Can Social Tagging Be a Tool to Reduce the Semantic Gap between Curators
and Audiences? Making a Semantic Structure of Tags by Implementing a
Facetted Tagging System for Online Art Museums
Gunho Chae and Jungwha Kim, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Korea
Gyeonggi Museum of Modern Art (GMOMA) embarked on an ongoing project with
us to explore the potential of social tagging and applying it into museum management
strategy. At the end of 2009, we built our own tag database based on the collections
from GMOMA, and experiments were carried out by building a testbed on a website.
Computational Linguistics in Museums: Applications for Cultural Datasets
Robert Stein, Indianapolis Museum of Art; Susan Chun, Independent; and Judith Klavans, University of Maryland, USA
Specific challenges regarding batch-processing tools and large datasets will be
addressed.  Best practices and algorithms will be shared for dealing with a number of
sticky issues. Directions for future research and promising application areas will also
be discussed.

1:00 pm – 2:30 pm
Commonwealth C/D


Organizations

Linked Data

Chair: Mia Ridge, Open University, United Kingdom

Mixing it up: Experiences of Managing and Displaying Aggregated Content
From Multiple Sources, Combining Editorial Selection, Subject Classification
Using Tagging and Automated Retrieval
Andrew Lewis, Victoria & Albert Museum, United Kingdom
In January 2011, the Victoria and Albert Museum will relaunch its website, with a new
design based upon a radically different approach to content which will make users the
central focus of the site. It will do this by moving from a static hierarchical navigation
structure to a dynamic concept-driven site which will gather the available content
relevant to a user’s subject of interest.
Automatic Metadata Enrichment and Linking for Event-driven Access to
Distributed Collections
Marieke van Erp, VU University of Amsterdam and Johan Oomen, Netherlands Institute for Sound
and Vision, The Netherlands
This paper provides results of an interdisciplinary research project, Agora, that is
taking collection access one step further by enabling users to search and browse
museum collections through the content descriptions of objects in a structured way.

Sessions
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Authority Records, Future Computers and Other Unfinished Histories
Aaron Cope, Stamen Design, USA
What becomes of the role for institutions and scholars charged with the study and
safe-keeping of the past and the near-future when traditional methodologies like
“authority records” are forced to compete with automated data collection, machine
learning, the now suddenly practical reality of “big data” and the rise of broad communities of participation?

Augmented Reality

1:00 pm – 2:30 pm
Congress

Chair: Bruce Wyman, Second Story Interactive Studios, USA

Augmented Reality and the Museum Experience
Margriet Schavemaker and Hein Wils, Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam; Paul Stork, Independent;
and Ebelien Pondaag, Fabrique Communications and Design, The Netherlands
In 2009 Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam started the project ARtours. This project investigates and produces augmented reality tours around the collection of the Stedelijk
and modern art in general. The project aims at both indoor and outdoor applications.


Technology

Mixing Realities to Connect People, Places, and Exhibits Using Mobile
Augmented-Reality Applications
Rob Rothfarb, Exploratorium, USA
Using freely available mobile augmented-reality (AR) authoring platforms and publishing tools, the Exploratorium is experimenting with extensions to both its physical
and Web exhibit spaces to allow visitors to interact with exhibits and natural phenomenon around the San Francisco Bay Area.
Science LinX: The NeXt level in Augmenting Science Center Xperiences
Ingeborg Veldman, Tanja van der Woude, Bart van de Laar, Renske de Jonge, University of Groningen, The Netherlands
Science LinX offers science activities, exhibits, expos, serious games, demonstrations,
workshops, debates, speed dates with role models, science cafés and competitions,
constantly combining the virtual with the physical.

Mobile and Geolocation Issues

Chair: Brian Dawson, Canada Science and Technology Museum, Canada

PhilaPlace to AnyPlace: Building a Reusable Community Platform for Mapping
and Sharing History
Matthew Fisher and Stacey Mann, Night Kitchen Interactive; Kim Sajet, Historical Society of Pennsylvania; and Minda Borun, Museum Solutions, USA
How might the open-source solutions and institutional partnerships for PhilaPlace
inform an AnyPlace approach to mapping and interpreting place-based historical narrative for neighborhoods in other towns and cities?

1:00 pm –  2:30 pm
Washington
AT&T 3G

6:13

Saturday, June 13

Mobile

Situating Cultural Technologies Outdoors: Design Methods for Mobile
Interpretation of Rock Art in Rural Britain
Deborah Maxwell, Kate Sharpe, Areti Galani, Aron Mazel, Newcastle University, United Kingdom
This paper discusses the Rock Art Mobile Project (RAMP), a twelve-month research
project which addresses the challenge of designing and delivering mobile interpretation to three rock art areas in Northumberland.
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Getting on (not under) the Mobile 2.0 Bus
Nancy Proctor, Smithsonian Institution; Peter Samis, SFMOMA; Allegra Burnette, MOMA; and Rich
Cherry, Balboa Park Online Collaborative, USA
This paper draws on recent case studies at SFMOMA, MoMA, Balboa Park, the
Smithsonian and learnings from other mobile projects around the world to consider
museums’ options in response to these challenges and the new business models that
are emerging for mobile platforms.

2:30 pm – 3:00 pm
Second Floor Foyer

Coffee Break

unconference session pitches
3:00 pm – 4:00 pm
Commonwealth A/B/
C/D


Contributed
Content

Chair: Jennifer Trant, Archives & Museum Informatics, Canada
Unconference sessions offer a place to discuss emerging issues, pose [and answer]
questions that are on your mind, and do it all in a less formal setting. It’s early in the
meeting, so that you can find others who share your interests, and pursue those connections throughout the rest of the week.
There are a few principles to an un-conference:
• anyone can introduce a discussion topic for a session
• everyone is expected to engage, participate and contribute. If you hate public
speaking, offer to take notes and blog them for everyone to share, or find another
creative way to add something to the group’s experience
• if you find yourself somewhere that you are not comfortable or productive, follow
the Rule of Two Feet: use your own two feet to move somewhere else
Got something you want to discuss? Looking for people interested in the same things
you are? Make a pitch and form an un-conference session.
• a pitch is succinct – it can take no more than 3 minutes to express, ideally less.
• your pitch should persuade the attendees to want to discuss it further  – open questions are much more inviting than your answers
Things to remember about pitching – un-conference sessions are:
• topical and current – breaking news and emerging issues are the most engaging
• informal and conversational – it’s not the place to give the paper you forgot to propose
• non-commercial – you can find out about products and services in the Exhibit Hall
• distinct from things going on elsewhere on the MW2011 program – don’t trump your
presentation later in the week by pitching the same thing here.
We’ll listen to all of the pitches together, and assign discussion spaces based on a ‘show
of hands’ indicating interest.
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unconference sessions
After the pitches, self-organizing groups will move to breakout areas for discussion.
You’ll have a good chunk of time to get your teeth into a question.

4:00 pm – 5:30 pm
Commonwealth
A/B/C/D; Congress
Washington A/B/C
Tubman, Anthony
Adams

Each group is asked to report on their discussion on the conference community site:
http://conference.archimuse.com

5:30 pm – 8:00 pm
Millennium Ballroom
and Foyer

Exhibitors’ Reception
Exhibit Hall, Loews Philadelphia Hotel
Thursday, April 7, 2011
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Millenium Ballroom

SELAGO
DESIGN
Systems designed for your collections

www.selagodesign.com

ticket required for entrance

A reception sponsored by the
Exhibitors opens the Exhibit
Hall at MW2011. New products,
services, and designs are
featured in a concentrated
gathering of interactive
multimedia museum vendors.

Are you looking to promote
your collections and broaden
your reach?

Contact us to learn how to promote
your collections using Möbius for
Mimsy XG or MWeb for stand-alone
or federated collections searching.

By telephone: (312) 239-0597
By e-mail: info@selagodesign.com
13
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Exhibit Hall
All Day Friday and Saturday Morning
Millennium Ballroom

Booth 32

Acoustiguide
http://www.acoustiguide.com
Christa Cliver
102 W 38th Street, 3rd Floor
New York NY 10018 USA
More than 50 years ago, Acoustiguide invented the audio tour, and
the company has remained at the leading edge of creativity and
technology ever since. Acoustiguide provides programs for museums,
heritage and historic sites, tourism attractions, zoos, aquaria and
corporate clients in 22 countries around the world. Acoustiguide offers complete creative and production services, the most advanced
audio and multimedia technology, application development, multiplatform delivery and comprehensive on-site management. Acoustiguide, Inc. is a subsidiary of the Espro Acoustiguide Group.

Booth 84

ADLIB Information Systems
http://www.adlibsoft.com
Karin Nieberg
P.O. Box 1436
3600 BK Maarssen The Netherlands
Adlib Information Systems has a wealth of experience in automating
the management of collections in libraries, museums and archives
across the world. Our business is based on the key concepts of technical continuity, international standards, open systems architecture
and user-friendliness. Technical continuity ensures the preservation
of your data in the years to come, despite changes in computing
technology. International standards and open architecture mean
that your data can be shared both inside and outside your organization. User-friendliness means our products are designed for
daily carefree and efficient use. These key concepts, along with our
employment of the latest technology and continued involvement in
the development and dissemination of professional standards and
practices, have led to a large number of satisfied customers. They
are also the reasons that collecting institutions of all types continue
to choose Adlib software.

Booth 60

ArtFinder
http://www.artfinder.com/
Chris Thorpe
United Kingdom
Artfinder is an exciting new concept for discovering, experiencing
and sharing art.

Artfinder gives you access to hundreds of thousands of paintings
from artists, galleries, museums and collections around the world.
With our growing number of images, artist biographies, guides and
articles, learning about your favourite artists and works, and discovering new ones, has never been easier. With Artfinder, you can start
building your own art profile, receive personalised recommendations
based on the art you like, and share and discuss art with friends via
Facebook and Twitter.

Booth 23

Azavea
http://www.azavea.com
Rachel Cheetham-Richard
340 N. 12th Street, Ste. 402
Philadelphia, PA 19107 USA
Azavea is an award-winning geographic analysis and software development firm specializing in the creation of web-based tools that use
mapping technologies to enhance decision-making in municipalities,
governments, businesses, and non-profits. Azavea developed Sajara,
a unique web-based digital asset and collection management tool
that enables users to search and manage assets using the power
of geography. Along with traditional search criteria, assets can be
searched by address, intersection or neighborhood. Assets in the
geographic vicinity are returned with metadata and displayed on a
map, in Google Maps, Google Street View or Google Earth. Azavea
is currently working on integrating Augmented Reality features into
the system.

Booth 12

Bluecadet Interactive
http://www.bluecadet.com/
Josh Goldblum
1011 N Hancock
Philadelphia, PA 19123 USA
Bluecadet Interactive specializes in multimedia experiences that excite, engage and inspire. We build dynamic websites, installations
and mobile applications for museums, universities, nonprofits, and
corporations. Since Bluecadet’s founding in 2007, we have been a
studio concerned with crafting a client’s story and connecting it to a
desired audience. We bring talented designers, technologists, journalists and artists together in the shared goal of connecting an audience through innovative technology. Our work has garnered numerous awards and recognition, including an Emmy, Webbys, SXSW
awards, and AAM Muse awards, along with profiles in the HOW
and CommArts Interactive Annuals.
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Eriksen Translations

http://www.BluesparkLabs.com
Michael Tucker
3001 Weston Green Loop
Cary, NC 27513 USA
Bluespark Labs researches, designs, and develops the social Web
for museums and cultural institutions. We build sites and applications that are purposely designed to be content-rich, functionally
sophisticated, and easy to administer and support. We are experts
in user experience (UX), Web user interface (UI), mobile UI (MUI),
interaction design, Drupal site building, and custom module development. The Bluespark team places a high emphasis on agile software
development processes, project management, and enlightened Web
principles. Projects designed in our R&D labs are well-balanced,
blending the best elements of modern design, scalable architecture,
and intelligent engineering.

http://www.eriksen.com
Matthew Heenan
32 Court St., 20th fl.
Brooklyn, NY 11201 USA
Eriksen Translations provides multilingual services in over 100 languages including translation, Web site localization, multimedia,
cultural consulting, typesetting, and interpreting. Since 1986, we
have assisted museums and cultural institutions domestically and
abroad, working with departments such as visitor services, marketing, exhibitions, strategic development, conservation services, and
publications.

Booth 24

Cultivate Technologies
http://www.cultivatetechnologies.com
R.J. Townsend
123/125 N. 3rd Street
4th floor
Philadelphia, PA 19106  USA
Cultivate Technologies is a Philadelphia-based firm that develops
websites, applications, and e-commerce solutions for non-profits,
retail storefronts, and corporate clients. Specializing in open-source
software, Cultivate provides consulting, development, hosting, and
training services for the Drupal content management platform. Drupal makes it easy for museums to manage their Web presence,
including the ability to publish collections online, collect donations,
sell items, manage events, and more.

Booth 54

Eduweb
http://www.eduweb.com
Dave Schaller
1776 Iglehart Avenue
St. Paul MN 55104   USA
Eduweb develops award-winning learning games and interactives
for the web, museum exhibits, and mobile devices. Our mission is to
create exciting and effective learning experiences that hit the sweet
spot where learning theory, digital technology, and fun meet. Our
projects have won dozens of prestigious awards, including fifteen
MUSE Awards from the American Association of Museums, four
Best of the Web awards from Museums and the Web, an Editor’s
Choice Award from Children’s Software Review, and many others.
Visit our booth to see our new augmented-reality heritage site tours
on iPhone and iPad!
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Booth 64

Extensis
http://www.extensis.com
Marisela Alzuhn
1800 SW First Avenue, Suite 500
Portland, OR 97201 USA
Extensis is a software developer that helps organizations manage
digital media and fonts on the desktop, web, and beyond. Extensis’
award-winning client/server and desktop products are used by hundreds of Fortune 5000 companies and include the Portfolio suite
of digital asset management systems as well as the Universal Type
Server, Suitcase Fusion, and WebINK font solutions. Extensis was
founded in 1993 and is based in Portland, Oregon, and the United
Kingdom. For additional information, visit www.extensis.com or call
1-800-796-9798.

Booth 91

FotoWare – SCS
http://www.newspapersystems.com/FotoWare.html
Kurt Jackson
630 Selvaggio Dr.
Nazareth, PA 18064  USA
FotoWare’s archiving and work-flow solutions have helped more
than a hundred museums all over the world organize and publish
images of a large number of greatly diverse collections. FotoWare
helps museums and other organizations that need to safeguard digitized collections for the future to organize and share this information effectively. FotoWare can easily be adapted to conform to any
international library and museum authorities’ standards. Since it
is based on XMP metadata standard it can be tailored to each
individual customer’s needs. FotoWare is sold and distributed in the
United States and Canada by Software Consulting Services, LLC located in Nazareth, PA.

Friday April 8, 2011
Booth 22

Booth 53

Gallery Systems

Mediatrope

http://www.gallerysystems.com
Illyana Saunderson
261 W. 35th Street, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10001 USA
Gallery Systems provides data-driven Web applications for museums publishing collections and exhibitions online. We offer integrated, affordable solutions incorporating our eMuseum and EmbARK
Web Kiosk applications, combining advanced technologies with flexible interface design to publish content directly from any database to
the Web. Our clients include the Dallas Museum of Art, Memorial
Art Gallery of the University of Rochester, National Portrait Gallery
(Smithsonian Institution), Seattle Art Museum, Brooklyn Children’s
Museum, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art and the International Center of Photography/George Eastman House.

http://www.mediatrope.com
Laura Mann
207 Powell Street, Suite 300
San Francisco, CA 94102 USA
Mediatrope designs and produces award-winning museum websites
and interactives. We ensure the success of each project by integrating strategy, design, and engineering with a focus on users. Mediatrope is a pioneer and leader in content management for museums.
Our expertise encompasses open source, enterprise and proprietary
solutions including Drupal, Teamsite, and our own Sitebots® and
MuseumCentric™ solutions. Our services and solutions make it easy
to update your site, publish collections online, manage email marketing, and power e-commerce. Clients include International Museum
of Women, MFA Boston, Seattle Art Museum and the Smithsonian.
Mediatrope was founded in 1996 in San Francisco.

Booth 62
Booth 82

Ideum
http://www.ideum.com
Jim Spadaccini
4895 1/2 Corrales Road
Corrales NM 87048 USA
Ideum is an interactive design firm specializing in the development
of multitouch-enabled computer exhibits, rich-internet applications,
and social networking sites. Over the last decade, the firm has collaborated with top museums and cultural institutions across North
America. Ideum has worked on over sixty interactive media projects
covering a variety of topics – in the fields of art, history, music, science, and technology. Along with custom development work, Ideum
sells multitouch hardware and operates an NSF-funded multitouch
and multiuser software initiative.

Booth 44

KE Software
http://www.kesoftware.com
Brad Lickman
1706-365 Bloor St. East
Toronto ON M4W3L4 Canada
EMu is the world’s premier museum management system – the first
choice of leading museums around the globe. EMu lets you turn your data
into information and your information into knowledge and then to share
your knowledge with the world! Our extensive industry experience and
commitment to delivering success through quality service mean that we
offer you a complete solution – from professional project management,
to accurate and cost-effective data migration services and personalized
development and support. KE understands that every museum is unique
so EMu is a flexible and configurable solution that can evolve dynamically
as your collection and knowledge base expand, creating maximum value
for your museum. And it works the way it should – just ask our clients.

MuseTrek
http://www.musetrek.com/
Bill Jacobson
711 Atlantic Ave, Lower Level,
Boston, MA 02111 USA
Social media and user-generated content are today’s modern day
word-of-mouth marketing tools. MuseTrek is a platform for culturally interested people to share their experiences with friends and
like minded-explorers. People create and consume Muses – location tagged postings with text, pictures, audio, video – on inside and
outside places, such as museums or streetmaps. In addition to sharing travels, Trekkers become local experts as well as pose questions
to the community about places they visit. At MuseTrek your venue
sitemap will become part of a growing social guide where you can
attract more visitors and better serve them once they arrive.

Booth 33

National Informatics Institute (Japan)
http://www.nii.ac.jp
Hideaki TAKEDA
2-1-2 Hitotsubashi
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Building Linked Data for cultural information resources in Japan:
LODAC (Linked Open Data for ACademia) project is building a
prototype system (LODAC Museum, http://lod.ac ) and attempt to
aggregate information across multiple resources. We identify and
associate artists and works from different museum collection to provide integrated views for them. Currently we collect over 1 million
items from 14 museum collections.
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http://www.whatscookin.com
Michelle Ghadfa
411 S. 2nd Street, Suite 200
Philadelphia, PA 19147 USA
Night Kitchen Interactive is an award-winning interactive design
firm with over 12 years of experience with arts and cultural heritage
organizations, as well as science and nature centers. We specialize
in developing interactive exhibits that facilitate exploratory learning,
engaging digital narratives for collections-based storytelling, and interactive websites that provide unique and meaningful online experiences. Clients include the Smithsonian Institution, the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art, and the Thomas Jefferson Foundation.

Integration framework. Digital Asset Management. Centralise and
control digital resources including images, audio, video, spatial, dicom and documents. Automate workflow processes for ingestion,
creation and requests for digital resources. Provide online collection access and manage rights. Integration framework. Piction have
developed an integration layer based on Web services that can
integrate with systems such as collection management systems,
single-sign on systems and other core applications. E-Business. Piction provides a complete e-business platform. E-Business addresses
key functional groups such as e-shop, customer relationship management, reporting, and automated order fulfillment. Booking &
Ticketing. We provide an online facility that enables schools/tourist
operators to book for museum tours or for customers to purchase
tickets to events.

Booth 43

Booth 73

Night Kitchen Interactive

NOUSguide Inc.
http://www.nousguide.com
Alexander Stickelberger
647 Duncan Street
San Francisco, CA 94131 USA
NOUSguide™ was established in cooperation with the BA-CA Kunstforum Vienna and serves museums with its NOUS-Conductor
Content Management System since 2004. NOUS has international
clients from Australia to the US where in-house museum multimedia
tours are in use. US operations are handled from the San Francisco
office and support is provided for every client by local teams.

Booth 42

Palantir Inc.
http://www.palantir.net
Tiffany Farriss
2211 N. Elston Avenue, Ste. 202
Chicago IL 60614 USA
Palantir.net is a Chicago-based firm that develops award-winning
Web sites, database applications, and software for educational,
cultural, not-for-profit, and corporate clients. Founded in 1996,
Palantir provides user-centered agile development, architectural
consultation, and training services for the Drupal content management platform.

Booth 70

Piction
http://www.piction.com/
Erick Kendrick
101/3 Gladstone St.
Sydeney 2042 Australia
Piction provides an integrated platform with core components of
Digital Asset Management, E-Business, Bookings & Ticketing and
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Prisma Electronics
http://e-xenagos.com
Tom Katsioulas
405 Lexington Ave, 26th fl.
New York, NY 10174 USA
PRISMA ELECTRONICS S.A. provides platform independent knowledge based mobile tour guide solutions and services for museums,
historic sites, parks and zoos. The company has several successful
installations of Xenagos, a holistic knowledge management platform that enables curators to create a better mobile interpretation
experience for visitors. Xenagos structures relations among content, exhibitions, objects and tours and dynamically adapts and publishes content based on visitor profiles and real time visitor feedback
gathered through smart object sensing and way finding. Xenagos innovations have received the 2009 CMS Gold Industry Award at Geneva and the 2010 e-tourisme European Award by AMRF, in France.

Booth 74

Selago Designs
http://www.selagodesign.com/
Andrea Boyes
99 Fifth Avenue, Ste. 214
Ottawa ON K1S 5P5 Canada
Selago Design, Inc. designs software to manage and promote collections of all types and sizes. Our flagship system, Mimsy XG,
works together with Möbius and MWeb to manage your collections
and broaden your reach. We have solutions for Call for Artists
competitions, Web tools for exhibition planning, photography and
movement requests, and if your project requires a custom solution,
we can do that, too. Selago Design’s systems benefit from 30 years
experience working in the field. Contact us about our free licensing
offer, and let us help you make your project a success!
THANK YOU! Selago Design is sponsoring a
Professional Scholarship.

Friday April 8, 2011
Booth 94

Booth 34

Stroly

Toura, LLC.

http://museum-media.jp/web/
Harry Vermeulen, ATR-Promotions
2-2-2 Hikaridai, Seika-cho, Soraku-gun,
Kyoto, 619-0288 Japan
Stroly – A digital strolling experience, on beautiful illustrated maps.
Whenever you’re visiting a sight seeing spot, there’s always a beautifully illustrated map at the entrance. Wouldn’t it be great if you
could take that map with you, and see your current position based
on your GPS? Stroly is a platform that allows you to bring in digital
images, and use them as maps on your mobile GPS device. Our webbased editing system allows you to assign familiar points on your
illustrated map to their corresponding positions on Google maps,
making any image a GPS-enabled map.

http://toura.com
Sayoko Knight Teitelbaum
22 West 21st Street, 8th Floor
New York NY 10010 USA
Toura is a technology provider for the creation of multi-media tours
and guides accessible on smart phones, such as iPhones and similar
devices. With operations in the U.S. and Europe, Toura is working
with world-renowned museums, cultural institutions and tourist attractions to help them to create mobile tours that are educational
and enriching. Toura’s cutting edge technology and business model
make it one of the emerging leaders in this field. For more information, visit http://toura.com, email info@toura.com or follow @
touramobile.

Booth 40

Booth 63

SydneyPLUS/Questor

TourSphere

http://www.argus-sydneyplus.com/
Teresa Ridgeway
3878 Carson Street, Suite 218
Torrance CA 90503 USA
Since 1986, Questor Systems Inc. has been the developer of the
highly acclaimed ARGUS collections management system used in
preeminent organizations worldwide. In 2010 it joined forces with
SydneyPLUS KM Inc. to deliver ARGUS.net, a powerful Web-based
collections management and portal solution designed to meet the
new and demanding KM needs of today’s museums. ARGUS.net
empowers museums to: Increase museum traffic using audiencespecific portals and interactive exhibits accessible over the Internet;
Inspire visitors with multimedia presentations and access to collections over smart phones and tablets; and Ignite new opportunities
ranging from E-commerce to Membership metrics.

http://www.toursphere.com
Rob Pyles
494 Sumner St, #101
Boston, MA 02128   USA
TourSphere is the fastest and most elegant way to build mobile
tour applications. Our revolutionary App Generator and Content
Management System allows you to create your own highly dynamic
Web applications that work on all smartphones and tablet devices.
Whether you’re a curator, educator, or interpretive specialist, TourSphere is the ultimate app creator for museums and cultural destinations.

Booth 1

Synthescape
http://www.synthescape.com/
Darin Freitag
505 Winona Drive
Toronto ON Canada
Synthescape is the world leader in high-resolution photo-imaging of
three-dimensional artifacts, artworks and exhibitions.

Coffee in Exhibit Hall
All Day

Booth 14

Tristan Interactive
http://tristaninteractive.com/
Chris Heijdens
304-56 Sparks Street
Ottawa, ON K1P 5A9 Canada
Tristan is creating the future of interactive guides. We provide complete solutions for creating and distributing multimedia tours using
the latest mobile technologies. We can publish content as iPhone,
Android and BlackBerry applications or through more traditional
on-site hardware. Tristan’s Platform, Autour, is a complete technology solution for cultural institutions to create, manage and deploy
multimedia content on mobile devices.

Ice Cream Break
3:30 pm –  4:00 pm
Exhibit Hall
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Wednesday,
April
6 2011
Friday April
8, 2011
8:00 am

Registration – Second Floor Lobby

Workshop Attendees Lunch

Coffee

Email –
Jefferson
Boardroom

First Time Attendees Orientation – Congress B/C

6:00 pm

Coffee

Email  –
Jefferson
Boardroom

Web Analytics: Part Two

– Tubman

– Washington C

OpenExhibits Tools Bootcamp

Mobiles Inside Museums
– Washington B

eBooks for Museums
– Washington A

5:00 pm

Mobile ‘Untours’
– Commonwealth A1

DrupalCamp – Anthony

3:30 pm

Bringing Visitors into Design
– Commonwealth A2

1:00 pm

Registration – Second Floor

Designing to Encourage
Engagement – Adams

Web Analytics: Part One
– Tubman

Multi-touch and multi-user
design – Washington C

Designing Games
– Washington B

12:00 pm

Augmented Reality and
Storytelling – Washington A

Social Media Strategy
– Commonwealth A2

DrupalCamp – Anthony

10:30 am

Mobile Strategies & Business
Models – Commonwealth A1

9:00 am

Welcome Reception – Franklin Institute Museum

Thursday April 7, 2011
8:00 am

Registration – Second Floor Lobby

9:00 am
Opening Plenary: Grounding Digital Information Trends – Commonwealth A/B/C/D

12:00 pm
1:00 pm

Registration – Second Floor

11:00 am

Coffee
e-Books and Museum
Publishing
– Commonwealth A/B

Info-Seeking
– Commonwealth C/D

Organizational Change
– Congress

Social Media and
Beyond
– Washington

Linked Data
– Commonwealth C/D

Augmented Reality
– Congress

Mobile and
Geolocation Issues
– Washington

Lunch on your own
Tagging
– Commonwealth A/B

2:30 pm

Coffee

3:00 pm

UnConference Topic Proposal Session – Commonwealth A/B/C/D

4:00 pm
5:00 pm
– 8:00 pm

UnConference Breakouts
Exhibitors’ Reception, Loews Philadelphia Hotel – Millennium

Overview
20

Email and Speakers’ Prep – Jefferson Boardroom

10:30 am

Friday April 8, 2011
7:00 am

Registration – Second Floor Lobby

9:30 am
10:00 am

Crit Room
– Commonwealth A/B

12:00 pm

Lunch – Millennium Ballroom & Foyer
MW: Dark Fiber
– Commonwealth A/B

2:30 pm
Mobile Crit Room
– Commonwealth A/B

I: New Organization
–  Congress

MW: Outdoor Museum
– Commonwealth C/D

4:00 pm
4:30 pm

MW: Collab. Calendar
– Commonwealth C/D

Ice Cream in the Exhibit Hall

PF:
Distributed Museum
– Congress

5:00 pm

Best of the Web Awards Ceremony – Commonwealth A/B/C/D

6:30 pm

Bus to Reception

7:00 pm

Demos IV –
Millennium

3:30 pm

PF: Content Economy
– Congress
MW: Grid-Based Design
– Commonwealth C/D

2:00 pm

3:00 pm

PF: Rethinking Evaluation
Metrics – Congress

Demos III –
Millennium

1:30 pm

MW: Games: I
– Commonwealth C/D

Bus to and from
Reception

Conference Reception at the University of the Arts
Bus from Reception

10:00 pm

Exhibit Hall

1:00 pm

MW: Success
– Congress

Registration – Second Floor

MW: TourML
– Commonwealth A/B

MW: Sensors +
– Commonwealth C/D

Email and Speakers’ Prep – Jefferson Boardroom

11:00 am

PF: Internships – Congress

Demos II –
Millennium

10:30 am

MW: Web Archiving –
Commonwealth C/D

Demos I –
Millennium

9:00 am

Saturday April 9, 2011

10:30 am

Radio’ for art
– Commonwealth
A/B

11:00 am

Mobile Parade – Commonwealth A/B/C/D

12:30 pm
1:30 pm

3:30 pm
4:00 pm

Coffee in the
Demos
Omnidirectional
interaction
– Washington

Lunch on your own
Games
– Commonwealth
A/B

Multi-Channel
– Commonwealth
C/D

User-Generated
Community
– Washington

Collections
Online
– Congress

Coffee
Closing Plenary: Mind the GAP – Reflections on the Google Art Project – Commonwealth A/B/C/D

5:00 pm
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Email and Speaker’s Prep – Jefferson Boardroom

Using eHive
– Commonwealth
C/D

Registration – Second Floor

10:00 am

Mobile Strategy
– Commonwealth
A/B

Demos V –
Millennium

9:30 am

Breakfast in the Demos

U.S. Funding
Agencies
– Washington

BoF
Tables
–
Second
Floor
Foyer

Exhibit Hall – Millennium

9:00 am

OS Collections Mgt
– Commonwealth
C/D

Digital Asset Mgt.
Workshop – Congress

8:30 am

Tour Guide Systems
– Commonwealth
A/B

BoW Demos –
Millennium

8:00 am
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Booth 52

Booth 50

Vernon Systems

ZivTech

http://www.vernonsystems.com
Paul Rowe
PO Box 6909
Auckland New Zealand 1141
Vernon Systems Limited offers a range of software solutions for
managing your collection and publishing it online. Our core product, Vernon CMS, is a widely implemented and acclaimed collection management system. The additional Activities Module provides
comprehensive workflow control for your collections management
processes. Vernon Browser offers public access solutions and Web
services support integration with other software packages. Our latest product is eHive, a simple to use and secure online CMS with
built in options for publishing to the Web and building branded sites.
Our team of technical and museum professionals provides exceptional support. With hundreds of clients worldwide, we are dedicated to developing innovative and well-designed products.

http://www.zivtech.com
Alex Urevick-Ackelsberg
32 S Strawberry Street, 2nd Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19106 USA
ZivTech is an Open Source Web Development Shop located in Philadelphia, PA that specializes in building powerful and scalable Web
Applications and Enterprise Content Management Systems using
Drupal, Alfresco, and a number of additional Open Source Software
products. Our active participation in the Alfresco and Drupal communities pushes us to write and share great code, host interesting
and engaging events, and mentor and train new development talent.
It also means we know about all of the latest developments and
trends, which add-ons/modules work well, and which ones should
be avoided.

Cuadra STAsolutions
for museums, archives, and
libraries will improve your
collections’ visibility and
accessibility. They will help
you to extend your services
and streamline your processes while enhancing the
value of your collections
within your user community.

Contact us for more
information!

Phone: 800/366-1390
Email: sales @cuadra.com
Web: www.cuadra.com
From CUADRA ASSOCIATES, INC.
A SydneyPLUS COMPANY
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Exhibits & Demonstrations

All Exhibits and Demonstrations take place in the Millennium Ballroom. Exhibitors will be in their booths all day Friday and Saturday
Morning. Demonstrations will change, according to the schedule on the following pages.
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7:30 am – 5:00 pm
Second Floor Foyer

Registration

8:00 am – 5:00 pm
Jefferson Boardroom

E-mail and Speaker Prep

9:00 am – 11:00 am
Commonwealth A/B

Crit Room

Chair: Bruce Wyman, Second Story Interactive, USA

Designers explain their intentions and the jury reviews the site assessing how well
those intentions have been realized and suggesting strategies that might have improved
it. Fun, educational and it makes us squirm a bit.

9:00 am – 10:00 am
Commonwealth C/D

9:00 am – 10:00 am
Congress

10:00 am – 11:00 am
Congress

10:00 am – 11:00 am
Commonwealth C/D

Mini-Workshop: Web Archiving

Chloé Martin, Internet Memory Foundation, France
Web content is, by nature, ephemeral: sites are constantly disappearing, others are
frequently updated, involving the removal of online information. Is your website
ephemeral because you want it to be or because you don’t know how to save it?

Professional Forum:
Museum Internship Programs as Catalysts for Change

Mimi Roberts, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs, USA
This discussion will focus on the new roles of interns as museums respond to radical
changes, many of which have technological underpinnings, and job positions and career
opportunities expand in cultural technology – the emerging field at the intersection of
digital media, networks, and cultural content.

Mini Workshop: How to Evaluate Online Success – New Action
Research with 24 Institutions

Sebastian Chan, Powerhouse Museum, Australia with Jane Finnis and Rachel Clements, Culture24,
United Kingdom
In mid 2010 a group of 24 organisations and agencies from across the cultural heritage
and arts sector in the UK began collaborating on a piece of action research addressing
the issues around ‘evaluating online success’. This mini-workshop will present the findings of the project to date.

Mini-Workshop:
Sensors & Microcontrollers to Augment User Experience

Miriam Langer and Lauren Addario, New Mexico Highlands University, USA
Sensors in exhibits offer myriad possibilities. This mini workshop will explore using the
popular Arduino microcontroller to sense users in a gallery space.

Interactions
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Booth 92

Demonstrations – 1
9:00 am – 10:30 am
Millennium Ballroom
Booth 0

Bali Temple Explorer
Deborah Clearwaters, Asian Art Museum, USA and Martin
Percy, The Digital Debate.com, United Kingdom
www.Balitempleexplorer.com lets you explore a temple in Bali,
shown with over 200 HD video loops: allowing you the emotional
impact of film and video, plus the web-like ability to explore the
temple at your own pace.
Booth 2

Differentiating Online Gallery Spaces within
Larger University Brand
Lauren Razzore, William Patterson University, USA
Presenting each stage of the design process, from the original university branding to the more unique Web presence implemented
in the end.

Open Source and Mobile Apps: the case of Open
Images
Johan Oomen and Maarten Brinkerink, Netherlands Institute
for Sound and Vision and David van Toor, Utrecht University,
The Netherlands
The architecture is based on a Drupal installation that connects to
relevant open content repositories (for now: Open Images, Flickr:
The Commons and Wikipedia) using their respective API’s, and
enables the creation of (mobile) location-based services for cultural heritage.
Booth 93

The Drexel Digital Museum Project Revisited
Kathi Martin, Drexel University, USA
This demonstration will describe the update of an established
historic costume collection website in collaboration with CollectiveAccess, an open source tool for managing and archiving digital
assets.

Booth 3

MP For A Week: An immersive game
Peter Stidwill, Joshua Rice, Emma-Jane Watchorn, The UK
Parliament, United Kingdom
MP For A Week is an award-winning, multi-level online game that
places the player directly in the shoes of a Member of Parliament.
Booth 13

For Kids
Dina Helal, Whitney Museum of American Art, USA
For Kids is a new section of the Whitney’s Web site (whitney.org)
that has features for engaging a young, Web-savvy audience—kids
ages 8-12—with art and artists.
Booth 83

Investigating Forensics
Ivana Filipovich, Simon Fraser University, Canada
Visitors will learn first-hand about forensics by taking on the roles
of Forensic Archaeologists, Anthropologists, Entomologists, Botanists, DNA Analysts, and Stable Isotope Analysts.
Booth 95

“Who are you Peter ?”
Stephane Bezombes, independent and Gilles Moorghen,
Espaces Culturel Louis Vuitton, France
An exclusive iPad application has been developed to sensitize
young people to contemporary art and artist interpretation. As a
part of the contemporary art exhibition, the iPad application was
intended for children ages 8 to 12.

Demonstrations
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Demonstrations – II

Manager, Enterprise Web Presence
Ken Tran, Canadian Museum of Civilization, Canada

10:30 am -12:00 pm
Millennium Ballroom
Booth 0

19th Century Whaling Through a Child’s Eyes:
an Interactive Exhibit
Nancy Cole, Martha’s Vineyard Museum and Juliet Jacobson,
Digital Gizmo, USA
In 1868, a young girl from Edgartown Massachusetts embarked on
a 3-year whaling voyage with her father, the Captain, mother, and
brother.
Booth 2

Bill Nye’s Climate Lab
Tamara Schwarz, Chabot Space & Science Center, USA
This demonstration features Chabot Space & Science Center’s development of Bill Nye’s Climate Lab, an integrated learning experience spanning an interactive website and physical exhibition.
Booth 3

Group navigation with handheld mobile museum
guides
Alan Wecker and Tsvi Kuflik, Haifa University, Israel, and
Oliviero Stock, FKB-irst, Italy
To involve a group in the decision making process of navigation we
use a mobile device equipped with a small projector in order to
provide a shared space.

We will demonstrate a visually interactive crowd sourcing Web application that engages and allows visitors to discover an upcoming
exhibition at the Canadian Museum of Civilization.
Booth 95

Visually Digging into Museum Data
Justine Richardson, Dean Rehberger and Marsha MacDowell, Michigan State University, USA
Three project teams are utilizing three datasets of visual works—
15th-century manuscripts, 17th and 18th century maps, and 19th to
21st-century quilts—to investigate what might be revealed about
the authors and their artistic lineages
Booth 92

Museum Metadata Exchange
Dan Collins, Powerhouse Museum, Australia
The demonstration will show the newly developed Museum Metadata Exchange (MME) by the Powerhouse Museum for the Council
of Australasian Museum Directors and Museums Australia.
Booth 93

The J. Paul Getty Museum’s iPod touch® tour
Steven Gemmel, The J. Paul Getty Museum, USA
The demonstration will cover a demo of the tour, as well as how
we developed, and manage content for updating the tour in-house.

Booth 13

DocsTeach
Suzanne Isaacs and Stephanie Greenhut, National Archives,
USA
The U.S. National Archives’ new website DocsTeach.org invites
teachers to bring history to life for their students and gives them
a powerful set of tools that they can use to create rich, interactive
online learning activities.

Last Chance!

Lunch

12:00 pm – 2:00 pm
Millennium Ballroom & Foyer

Demonstrations
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Best of the Web
People’s Choice
Have you cast your vote?

Friday April 8, 2011

Mini-Workshop on Games: I

11:00 am – 12:00 pm
Commonwealth C/D

Mini-Workshop on TourML

11:00 am – 12:00 pm
Commonwealth A/B

Professional Forum on Rethinking Evaluation Metrics

11:00 am – 12:00 pm
Congress

Mini-Workshop on Collaboration and Dark Fiber

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm
Commonwealth A/B

Gaming the Museum
Martha Henson and Danny Birchall, Wellcome Trust, United Kingdom
Why, with the vast resources, and fundamental human subjects at our disposal, have
museums failed to make more than a handful of really compelling games?

TourML: An Emerging Standard for Museum Mobile Experiences
Robert Stein, Indianapolis Museum of Art and Nancy Proctor, Smithsonian Institution, USA
In this Mini-Workshop, the facilitators will review the current state of the TourML
draft standard and host a discussion regarding outstanding issues for data modeling
and implementation.

Rethinking Evaluation Metrics in Light of Flickr Commons
Dianne Dietrich, Cornell University; Joseph Dalton, New York Public Library; Effie Kapsalis, Smithsonian Institution; Helena Zinkham, Library of Congress, USA; and Sebastian Chan, Powerhouse
Museum, Australia
What are the most meaningful statistics for a project that puts library collections in a
highly visible space outside the library’s traditional confines? This panel will examine
multiple approaches to assessing the impact of a digital library collection that exists
beyond an institution’s borders.

Rich Cherry, Balboa Park Online Collaborative, USA
This mini workshop will explore the technology options as they relate to Wide Area
Networks (WAN’s), the technical, civil engineering and political challenges that the
different options create, a planning checklist for dealing with the challenges as well as
the reasons that multiple institutions might desire to collaborate on a WAN.

Professional Forum on the Content Economy – Should We Be In or Out?

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm
Congress

The Trade in Digital: partnerships in the content economy
Timothy Hart, Museum Victoria, Australia
Come and discuss a paper that will examine the notion of the content economy where
digital assets are the new currency for museums.

Mini-Workshop on Grid-Based Web Design

Using Grid-Based Web Design to Optimize Content Authoring and Presentation
Matt Gipson and Charles Moad, Indianapolis Museum of Art, USA
Grid-based Web design and the corresponding tools provide an accelerated path for
Web designers, developers, and content authors alike with the added benefit of providing a cleaner and more structured presentation to website visitors.

1:30 pm – 2:30 pm
Commonwealth C/D

Interactions
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Demonstrations – III
1:30 pm – 3:00 pm
Millennium Ballroom
Booth 0

A “Smart” Authoring and Delivery Tool for
Multichannel Communication
Michela Negrini, USI, and Nicoletta Di Blas and Paolo
Paolini, Politecnico di Milano, Italy
This demo features an innovative authoring-delivery environment
(1001stories), available as Web service, that allows creating multimedia multi-channel applications in an easy and cost-effective way.
Booth 2

Evaluating Modern Teachers Online and MoMA’s
New Teaching and Learning Pilot Site
Beth Harris, Lisa Mazzola and Colleen Brogan, The Museum
of Modern Art, USA
Our demonstration at Museums and the Web will include both the
results of our research and the pilot site that we built in response
to our findings.
Booth 3

Habitat Tracker: Learning About Scientific
Inquiry Through Digital Journaling in Wildlife
Centers
Paul Marty, Florida State University, USA

MisterDarwin.eu: A Web Exhibition Based on
2.0 Interactivity
Francisco Doménech, Museos Cientificos Coroneses, Spain
We would like to share our work, doubts, accomplishments, frustrations, needs... with other colleagues and learn of other different
approaches of bringing the museum to the Web.
Booth 83

In the Hands of the User: Online Engagement
and User Contributions to RCAHMS’ Digital
Archive Canmore
Michela Clari, University of Edinburgh, Scotland
A virtual ethnography of RCAHMS’ online archive Canmore in
the first year since opening up to user contributions.
Booth 95

Virtual Museum and Small Museums. ViMuseo.fi
Project
Magdalena Laine-Zamojska, University of Jyväskylä, Finland
The demonstration will explain the basic functionalities of ViMuseo, an online tool to create multimedia presentations, virtual
exhibitions and projects.
Booth 92

This demonstration will present the Habitat Tracker including the
online interfaces to be used in the classroom, and the iPad interfaces to be used in the museum.

My Great North Run: Facilitating Rich Audience
Participation
Rachel Clarke and Areti Galani, Newcastle University, United
Kingdom

Booth 13

This demonstration will highlight the possibilities and limits of usercontributed content in distributed and multimodal interactive museum installations to support such interaction.

Tuntumaa (Feeling) – An Exhibition For All
Senses
Marika Leinonen, Aalto University, Finland
How did the attendees with sight and also the visually impaired
experience the Tuntumaa exhibition? What created a good experience for visually impaired people?
Booth 33

Building LOD for cultural information resources
in Japan
Tetsuro Kamura, Fumihiro Kato, Ikki Ohmukai, Hideaki
Takeda, Toru Takahashi, Hiroshi Ueda, Japan
We provide a method with linked open data to integrate vast collections of museum information and relevant resources through
the Web.

Booth 93

Release Your Local Species into the iOS
Ecosystem
Simon Sherrin, Museum Victoria, Australia
This demo will show how any institution can use our open source
code and their own data, images and audio to customize and publish a field guide for their local area on iOS devices.

Lunch
12:00 pm – 2:00 pm
Millennium Ballroom & Foyer

Demonstrations
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Demonstrations – IV
3:00 pm – 4:30 pm
Millennium Ballroom
Booth 0

Accelerating in Flight: Access to a Collection via
Flickr
Alan Renga, San Diego Air and Space Museum, USA
This demonstration will highlight the success of the San Diego Air
and Space Museum (SDASM) to increase visitor visibility and interest in the museum by getting photographs from the archives up
on Flickr.
Booth 2

DECIPHER-Digital Environment for Cultural
Interfaces; Promoting Heritage, Education and
Research European Based Research Project
Andrea de Polo, Alinari 24, Italy
It is hoped that the Decipher project will result in a reasoning engine, virtual environment and interfaces that can help curators and
visitors to present digital heritage objects as part of a coherent
narrative that is directly related to a user’s interests.
Booth 3

Event-driven Access to Heterogeneous
Distributed Museum Collections
Lourens van der Meij, Marieke van Erp, Lora Aroyo, and
Roxane Segers, Free University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
This demonstration is the first prototype of the event-driven collection browsing platform that is being developed within the Agora
project, showing how museum collections can be accessed by users based on historical events.
Booth 13

Booth 83
MoMA Courses Online: Research and
Experience
Beth Harris and Amy Horschak, The Museum of Modern
Art, USA
We are extensively evaluating the online courses to develop critical
research on museum-offered online courses and will present our
findings to date.
Booth 95

The NASA Night Sky Network & Its Benefit to
Museums
Jessica Santascoy, Berendsen Marni, Kenneth Frank, and
Vivian White, Astronomical Society of the Pacific; and Victor
Yocco, Institute for Learning Innovation, USA
The NASA Night Sky Network (NSN) may serve as an example
for the museum community to create an online hub for exhibits
and programs.
Booth 92

My Ideal City
Maurizio Teli, Carlo Maiolini, Museo Tredentino di Scienze
Naturali, Italy
The virtual exhibition, focus of the demonstration, provides visitors of each science centre and on the Web with a “virtual worlds”
environment that reproduces in alternative and different ways their
own city.
Booth 93

Teylers Universe
Geert-Jan Janse, Teylers Museum, The Netherlands
Teylers Universe is dedicated to the first half century (1784-1826)
of Teylers Museum in Haarlem: the first and oldest public museum
in the Netherlands.

Heritage at Play: Open-source Intermedia
Solutions to Documentation and Knowledge
Exchange
Colleen Brogan, The Museum of Modern Art, USA
Heritage at Play is licensed Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution and
the project is entirely dedicated to open source exchange and collaboration.

4:00 pm – 4:30 pm

Ice Cream Break
Millennium Ballroom

Demonstrations
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Mini-Workshop on Installing the Collaborative Calendar
2:30 pm – 3:30 pm
Commonwealth C/D

Installing the Collaborative Calendar
Bill Bostick, Balboa Park Online Collaborative and Larry Garfield, Palantir.net, USA
This mini-workshop is aimed at anyone with a Drupal based Website with complex
needs for a cultural calendar and for developers that are interested in seeing an installation with an eye towards recreating this feature set on other open source CMS
platforms.

2:30 pm – 4:30 pm
Commonwealth A/B

Mobile Crit Room

2:30 pm – 3:30 pm
Congress

Interaction – Thoughts on Encountering a New Organization

3:30 pm – 4:30 pm
Commonwealth C/D

Mini-Workshop on Outdoor, Museum Interactions

4:00 pm – 5:00 pm
Congress

Professional Forum on the Distributed Museum

Chair: Sebastian Chan, Powerhouse Museum, Australia
For fifteen years we’ve had a ‘Crit Room’ to create dialogue with Web site designers
and explore their visions and implementations. Now that there are mobile applications
with different design demands, it’s time to give designers of these experiences a place
to expose what they have done to the same critical review. Come to see examples of
the best, and learn what other designers think about them.

Susan Chun, Bruce Wyman, Christina DePaolo, Koven Smith, USA
An informal discussion of how best to manage first impressions of new organizations by,
for and among those who have moved in the past year.
Taking the Museum to the Streets
Jette Sandahl and Jakob Parby, Museum of Copenhagen; Jakob Thorbek and Lotte Kryger Broe,
Spild Af Tid, Denmark; and Allan Smith, Gibson International, New Zealand
In April 2010 the Museum of Copenhagen, in cooperation with Gibson Group Ltd
and Spild af Tid/Waste of Time, launched a giant multi-touch multimedia installation
in one of the central squares in Copenhagen. The workshop will allow participants to
get inside the project and discuss the challenges and lessons of this pioneering work,
while exploring hands-on the unique user interface on a cut-down version of The
WALL – including a year’s worth of user contributions.
Understanding the Distributed Museum: A Creative Visualization of
Contemporary Digital Practices
Susana Bautista and Anne Balsamo, University of Southern California, USA
The presentation will take the form of a digital visualization of the creative inventory
of practices that comprise the distributed museum. The discussion will explore what
the audience thinks the distributed museum is, or could be.

4:00 pm – 4:30 pm

Ice Cream Break

Millennium Ballroom
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Best of the Web Awards Ceremony

5:00 pm – 6:30 pm
Commonwealth
A/B/C/D

Jennifer Trant, Archives & Museum Informatics, Canada

Join us in celebrating as the Panel of museum professionals presents the Best of the
Web Awards. Museums sites from around the world – developed (or significantly
altered) in 2010 – were nominated in an open process. The categories are:
• Audio / Visual / Podcast
• Education
• Exhibition
• Innovative / Experimental
• Long-lived
• Mobile
• Museum Professional
• Research / Online Collection
• Social Media
Awards will be given in each of these categories and in the
following areas:
• Small (by the discretion of the panel)
• Best Overall (selected by the panel from all of the sites nominated)
People’s Choice Award
Users registered in the conference online community –
conference.archimuse.com – choose a site as the MW2011 People’s Choice,
by voting March 25 to April 7, 2011.



Panel
• Matthew Andress, Miami-Dade County Department of Cultural Affairs, USA
• Steven Beasley, Museum of Science and Industry, USA
• Peter Gorgels, Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, The Netherlands
• Kajsa Hartig, Nordiska museet, Sweden
• Douglas Hegley, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, USA
• Dina Helal, Whitney Museum of American Art, USA
• Brad Larson, Brad Larson Media, Inc., USA
• Marjo Mäenpää, Aalto University, Finland
• Francesca Merlino, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, USA
• Maurizio Ortolani, National Arts Centre, Canada
• Jon Pratty, Arts Council England, United Kingdom
• Conxa Rodà, Museu Picasso de Barcelona, Spain
• Corey Timpson, Canadian Museum for Human Rights, Canada

Conference Reception
University of the Arts
April 8, 2011
7:00–10:30 pm

ticket required for entrance

The University of the Arts,
an institution unique to
Philadelphia, is showcasing
student and faculty projects
relevant to Museums and the
Web, as selected and curated
by Slavko Milekic. As well as
innovative work, there will be
music, and plenty of food and
drink to carry us through the
night, including a final course of
desserts and coffees.

6:45 pm – 10:45 pm
Buses to/from
Conference Reception
12th Street Valet
Entrance, Loews
Philadelphia Hotel

Demonstrations
Hamilton Hall, 320 South Broad St.
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8:00 am – 3:00 pm
Second Floor Foyer

Registration

8:00 am – 9:30 am
Millennium Ballroom
Foyer

Birds of a Feather Tables

8:00 am – 11:00 am
Congress

Digital Asset Management: Best Practices Workshop

Colleagues will huddle over coffee and a full hot breakfast to explore topics of common
interest and plan activities for the coming year. Each table is devoted to discussion on
a theme proposed by attendees. Propose topics in advance or on the spot and gather
some enthusiasts – frequently these meetings lead to year-long collaborations and
partnerships.

Edward Smith and Marisela Alzuhn, Extensis, and Maggie Hanson, Portland Art Museum, USA
An Extensis DAM subject matter specialist shares best practices to help you successfully implement digital asset management in your organization. Throughout the session
you will see examples from organizations like American Museum of Natural History,
Yale, and National Wildlife Federation. Collections Information Manager Maggie
Hanson, from Portland Art Museum, joins Extensis as co-presenter.

8:00 am – 9:00 am
Commonwealth A/B
Exhibitor Briefing

Enhancing Tour Guide Systems with Semantic Knowledge
Management Platform

8:00 am – 9:00 am
Commonwealth C/D
Exhibitor Briefing

Open Source Collections Management

8:00 am – 9:30 am
Washington

U.S. Funding Agencies Briefing

Serafeim Katsikas and Tom Katsioulas, Prisma, USA
During this session we will present to you use cases of actual deployments covering
different peculiarities and needs of museums and how XENAGOS addressed them
beyond expectations from tour guide initial adoption to production. Topics will include
content knowledge structuring, management and upkeep; cross platform publishing;
smart phone provisioning for way-finding apps or 2-way dialog with visitors; and real
time statistics gathering and reporting.
Miami Art in Public Places and CollectionSpace
Laura Mann, Mediatrope, USA
Mediatrope’s exhibitor briefing will present our recent collaboration with the Miami
Art in Public Places (MAPP) program. Our work with MAPP includes the development
of a unique map-based public website and an open source collections management
system powered by the new CollectionSpace software.

National Endowment for the Humanities Funding Opportunities
Michael Shirley, NEH, USA
This workshop will discuss the various funding opportunities available to cultural institutions and media makers. He will provide specific examples of successful projects, will
share grant-writing tips, and more.
IMLS Briefing
Christopher Reich and Carlos Manjarrez, IMLS, USA
The presenters will provide an overview of grant funding opportunities available
through IMLS and will discuss a new initiative by the agency to build a comprehensive
inventory of museums in the United States called Museums Count.

Interactions
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Creating a Long-term Mobile Strategy: Is it possible?

9:00 am – 10:00 am
Commonwealth A/B
Exhibitor Briefing

Using eHive Collection Management System

9:00 am – 10:00 am
Commonwealth C/D
Exhibitor Briefing

‘Radio’ for art

10:00 am – 11:00 am
Commonwealth A/B
Exhibitor Briefing

Omnidirectional Visitor Interaction

10:00 am – 11:00 am
Washington
Exhibitor Briefing

Andreas Randow, Tour Sphere, USA
Native versus Web App? Streaming versus bundled? iPhone versus Android? In-house
versus 3rd party developers? Connectivity? The questions go on and on.
To create custom sites and applications
Paul Rowe, Vernon Systems, Vernon Systems, New Zealand
This briefing showcases eHive’s new programming interface and easy to use Wordpress plug-ins. These allow individual collectors and cultural heritage organisations to
build their own custom sites and applications on top of eHive’s data storage platform.
Where’s the Radio for Art? Apps, New Revenues and Broadening Public Access
Chris Thorpe and Spencer Hyman, ArtFinder, United Kingdom
Radio’s function is to entertain and inform, but it’s also a powerful medium for surfacing new and interesting stuff. Building tablet apps for your museum and its collections can help you to reach new audiences, and show existing audiences what’s new
at your institution. Artfinder’s founders tell you how it’s done, and why you should
consider it.
Multimedia Guide, Visitor Interaction Omnidirectional
Christina Costabile, Nous Guide, USA
NOUS will demonstrate a state-of-the-art visitor engagement and involvement concept with a showcase of real interactions from the European Parliament in Brussels/
Belgium.

E-mail and Speaker Prep
8:00 am – 3:30 pm
Jefferson Boardroom

MW2011
Evaluation
Form

Have you completed
yours?

Interactions
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Booth 83

Demonstrations: Best of the Web

Designing an Interactive Visualization to Explore
a Pre-Hispanic Collection
Blanca Acuña, Aalto University, Finland

8:00 am – 9:30 am
Millennium Ballroom

Winners of the Overall Best of the Web and Category Bests will display their sites in the Exhibit
Hall.

This demonstration presents the current status of the design, and
the implementation of a digital interface to exhibit an archaeological collection online.
Booth 95

The New V&A Website - Under the Hood
John Stephen, Victoria & Albert Museum, United Kingdom

Demonstrations V
9:30 am – 11:00 am
Millennium Ballroom
Booth 0

Explore more with an iPhone app
Kathi Koontz, California Academy of Sciences, USA
The app highlights the park’s common wildlife, popular attractions,
and hidden gems. It also invites users to actively engage with the
park and to record and share their experiences.
Booth 2

Moving the Museum to the Medium: YouTube
Play and the Guggenheim
Nora Semel and Francesca Merlino, Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum, USA
In June 2010, the Guggenheim Museum and YouTube, in collaboration with HP and Intel, launched YouTube Play. To date, the project
has attracted over 23 million viewers to the YouTube Play Web site,
providing a platform to highlight some of the most innovative work
being produced online today.
Booth 3

A demonstration of the “Contentapi” and “Logotron”, two applications we wrote using Python/Django to pull together content from
a variety of sources - user generated content, website articles,
collections data, blogs, etc - and automatically assemble pages by
theme.
Booth 92

Opening anthropological archives to the world.
Do I have the right to upload?
Claudio Mercado, Museo Chileno de Arte Precolombino,
Chile
The question I would like to put forward is related to ethics and intellectual property rights. I would like to make available songs that
were allowed for recording based on a relationship of friendship
and trust borne out of many years of working together.
Booth 93

The Collective: An Online Creative Community
Lindsey Housel, Denver Art Museum, USA
The Collective is an interactive website/online programming space
that connects young adults to the Denver Art Museum’s programs

Old Bones, New Media: bringing the collections
of the American Museum of Natural History to
the iPhone
Linda Perry-Lube, American Museum of Natural History,
USA
The AMNH Dinosaurs iPhone app was the #1 educational download on the iTunes store for months after its release.
Booth 13

E-mail and Speaker Prep
8:00 am – 3:30 pm
Jefferson Boardroom

America’s Mayor: John V. Lindsay and the
Reinvention of New York
Lacy Schutz, Museum of the City of New York, and Vivian
Ducat, Ducat Designs, USA
This website was created as a companion to an exhibition that
was on view at the Museum of the City of New York from May 5
through October 3, 2010.

Coffee

in the Exhibit and Demonstration Hall
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Mobile Parade

Chairs: Sebastian Chan, Powerhouse Museum, Australia and Jane Finnis, Culture24,
United Kingdom

Going Mobile? Insights into the Museum Community’s Perspectives on Mobile
Interpretation
Loic Tallon, PocketProof, United Kingdom, and Isabel Froes, IT University of Copenhagen, Denmark
The 2010 International Museums and Mobile Survey reached out to museum professionals internationally to share their perspectives and understanding of mobile interpretation at their institutions.

11:00 am – 12:30 pm
Commonwealth A/B/C/D

AT&T 3G

6:13

Saturday, June 13

Mobile

Mobile Devices for Orientation and Way Finding: The Case of The British
Museum Multimedia Guide
Silvia Filippini Fantoni, Cogapp; Matthew Cock, British Museum; and Sarah McDaid, South Bank
University, United Kingdom
Building on the experience of other institutions such as Tate, the Met and the Louvre,
the British Museum has recently launched a multimedia guide in 11 languages that
supports way finding and orientation without relying on location aware technology.
Launching the MFA Multimedia Guide: Lessons Learned
Jenna Fleming, Jesse Kochis and Phil Getchell, Museum of Fine Art Boston, USA
For the opening of the Museum’s new Art of the Americas wing, the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston embarked upon a sweeping new program to transform the traditional
audio guide into a new iPod Touch-based multimedia guide.
Art App-reciation: Fostering Engagement and Reflection in Museums through
a Social Mobile Application
Orit Shaer, Jim Olson, MaCherie Edwards, and Consuelo Valdes, Wellesley College, USA
This paper presents the design, development, and evaluation of Art-e-Muse, a social
mobile application that helps novice viewers develop the skills needed to actively
engage with works of art.
Design of an Appreciation Support System for Public Art Using Mobile Phones
Kiyoka Fushimi and Hiroyuki Une, Hiroshoma Kokusai Gakuin University; Hirokazu Yoshimura,
Hosei University; Hiromi Sekiguchi, Oita Prefectural College of Arts and Culture; Takahiro Anasako,
Hatsukaichi Junior-Highschool, Japan and Karin Barac, Griffith University, Australia
The system which we have designed has been tested and improved on three occasions
to date and is targeted at those who have few opportunities to appreciate art.
Explorer - Mobile Navigation and Interpretation at the American Museum of
Natural History
Linda Perrry-Lube and Melissa Lefkowitz, American Museum of Natural History, USA
This paper advocates a visitor-centric approach to designing a solution for navigation
and interpretation.
Mobile Phones and Visitor Tracking
Julian Bickersteth, International Conservation Services, Australia and Christopher Ainsley, ShopperTrak, USA
This paper discusses the opportunity that mobile phone WiFi, Bluetooth and TMSI
signals provide to allow visitor tracking.
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(Session continues)
11:00 am – 12:30 pm
Commonwealth A/B/C/D

Implementing Mobile Augmented Reality Applications for Cultural Institutions
Deborah Boyer, Azavea, USA
This paper will examine the state of mobile augmented reality technology and its current and possible applications for use within cultural institutions

AT&T 3G

6:13

Saturday, June 13

Mobile

Guided expectations: A Case Study of a Sound Collage Audio Guide
Ditte Laursen, DREAM – Danish Research center on Advanced Media materials, Denmark
This paper is a user evaluation of a mobile phone audio guide, developed for visitors
to use at the National Gallery of Denmark.
Physical Keys to Digital Memories: Reflecting on the Role of Tangible Artefacts
in “Reminisce”
Luigina Ciolfi and Marc McLoughlin, University of Limerick, Ireland
This paper will discuss the role that tangible artefacts in the context of an interactive
multi-device installation have as mediators between the physical visitor experience of
an open-air museum and the layer of digital information that is available to them about
the site.
Lunch on your own

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm
Congress

Collections Online

Chair: Nate Solas, Walker Art Center, USA

The Community as the Centrepiece of a Collection – Building a Community of
Objects with the National Vending Machine
Dennis Tap and Jasper Visser, Museum of National History of the Netherlands, The Netherlands
The National Vending Machine is an ongoing project focusing on everyday objects
and their historical and personal significance. Its objective is to build a ‘community of
objects’ that shows which historical objects are relevant to our audience.
Art & Artists
James Davis and John Stack, Tate, United Kingdom
This paper describes how multiple strands of exploratory thinking across a large
organisation were brought together in the complete overhaul of Tate’s collection
online.
Rhizomatic Art Stories – Balancing Between Innovation and Usability
Merete Sanderhoff and Annette Hvidt, Statens Museum fur Kunst, Denmark
Art Stories is a research-based resource founded on the principle of serendipity.
Layers of information are hidden in the images, and content can be entered from many
different angles … its stories are told by many – often opposing – voices within the
art world.
Reprogamming the Museum
Luke Dearnley, Powerhouse Museum, Australia
This paper looks at how the API launched in 2010 quantitatively and qualitatively
improves upon the access provided by the data dump, as well as how the tracking
methods were built into the API to ensure that the project is best able to adapt to the
user needs of API developers.
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Games

Chair: Kate Haley Goldman, Center for Interactive Learning at the Space Science Institute, USA

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm
Commonwealth A/B

From Knowledge to Narrative – to Systems? At the Junction of Game Design
and Museum Education
Dave Schaller, eduweb, USA
This paper will explore this challenge, drawing on both game design theory (core
dynamics, rules, actions, skills, chance) and published commercial and non-profit
games to show how the heterogeneous realworld content of museums can indeed be
turned into exciting and meaningful learning games.
Playing with Museums – Game Designs to Improve Museum Collections
Mia Ridge, Open University, United Kingdom
Crowdsourcing data through games is an attractive proposition for museums looking
to maximise use of their collections online without the requirement to commit intensive curatorial resources to enhancing catalogue records. This paper investigates the
optimum game designs to encourage participation and the generation of useful data.
Museum Games: Some Strategies for Achieving Project Goals
Elizabeth Goins, Rochester Institute of Technology, USA
This paper examines the different strategies that may be used to develop museum
games by focusing on two case studies currently underway at the Rochester Institute
of Technology.
An Ubiquitous Mobile Edutainment Application for Learning Science through
Play
Isabelle Astic and Coline Aunis, Musée des Arts et Métiers, and Areti Damala and Eric GressierSoudan, Conservatoire National des Arts et Metiers, France
We describe the first game we have designed, and how we developed a second one,
based on the museum visitors’ feedback, in order to reinforce the learning process and
tend to the targeted educational objectives.

Multi-Channel

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm
Commonwealth C/D

Chair: Peter Samis, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, USA

On Air, Online and Onsite: The British Museum and BBC’s A History of the
World
Matthew Cock, The British Museum, and Andrew Caspari and Katherine Campbell, BBC, United
Kingdom
A History of the World in 100 Objects was broadcast on BBC Radio 4 in 100 15-minute
programmes divided into 3 series in the Spring, Summer and Autumn of 2010. The
paper will discuss the arc of the project in the three spheres – on air, online and onsite
at the British Museum and in museums across the UK.
Mobile Means Multi-Platform: Producing Content for the Fast-Changing Mobile
Space
Erica Gangsei and Tim Svenonius, SFMOMA, USA
Starting in early 2009, SFMOMA embarked on an ambitious plan to bring the production, publishing and distribution of its mobile tour in-house. This paper reports the
results.
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The Mystery of the “1940s Time Traveller”: The Changing Face of Online
Brand Monitoring
David Harkness and Sheila Carey, Canadian Heritage Information Network and Julie Marion,
Department of Canadian Heritage, Canada
This paper presents the mystery of the “1940s Time Traveller” as a case study in
viral phenomena and social media, and their potential implications for and impact on
museums and cultural institutions.
A “Smart” Authoring and Delivery Tool for Multichannel Communication
Paolo Campione, Museo delle Culture, and Franciolli, Museo Cantonale d’Arte, Switzerland; Michela Negrini, USI, and Nicoletta Di Blas, Marco and Paolo Paolini, Politecnico di Milano, Italy
This paper raises basic issues concerning: (1) effective authoring environments and (2)
adaptation of content to different devices, technologies and situations of usage.
1:30 pm – 3:30 pm
Washington

User-Generated Community

Chair: Nancy Proctor, Smithsonian Institution, USA

The Amsterdam Museum App – Exploring Heritage in Participatory Culture
Dick van Dijk, Waag Society, The Netherlands
The Amsterdam Museum App is a first step in creating a GPS based, location aware
heritage platform, in which museums can create their own multimedia city tours and
location based games.
One-to-one: Supporting Artist-Visitor Dialogue
Kirstie Beaven, Tate, and Silvia Filippini Fantoni and Ben Rubinstein, Cogapp, UK
Artists have been using the Internet since the early days of the Web, but no-one has
done anything quite like Chinese artist Ai Weiwei who uses technology, as a way of
sharing his artistic and political life with people all around the world.
Bringing Citizen Scientists and Historians Together
Fiona Romeo and Lucinda Blaser, National Maritime Museum, United Kingdom
The National Maritime Museum invited the Naval-History.net community to join the
Zooniverse citizen science platform to help extract meteorological data from historic
ship logs.
Casgliad y Werin Cymru - People’s Collection Wales: Combining Museum,
Library, Archive, Broadcaster and User-Generated Content to Create “Wales
in a Website”
Tom Pert, Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales, and Dafydd
James, Amgueddfa Cymru - National Museum Wales, Wales
Casgliad y Werin Cymru – The People’s Collection Wales is more than just a website.
It is a collaborative and federated programme developed by national institutions to tell
the story of a nation from the perspective of its people.
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Closing Plenary: Mind the GAP – Reflections on the Google Art
Project

4:00 pm – 5:00 pm
Commonwealth A/B/C/D

Chairs: David Bearman and Jennifer Trant

The Google Art Project’s walk-through of 17 art galleries from around the world has
raised many questions about strategies to represent museums and their collections
online: http://www.googleartproject.com/


Plenary

In the MW2011 Closing Plenary, we’ll explore these issues with representatives of
institutions who participated in the Google Art Project. The session will be in two
parts:
•

Ignite-style Presentations (20 slides / 20 seconds each) from two museums
presenting their experiences and the challenges the project raised, from:
• Erin Coburn, The Metropolitan Museum of Art
• Alexander Cary, National Gallery, London, United Kingdom

•

A Panel Discussion, including a representative from Google, answering your
questions from the floor – and the comments received online before and during
the session.

Bring your thoughts and questions to this discussion.

Museums and the Web 2012
San Diego, California, USA
Are you interested in shaping MW2012?
Volunteer to help out!
Make a note on your Evaluation Form
or
email mw2012@archimuse.com
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Philadelphia

Loews Philadelphia Hotel
All MW2011 sessions take place in the historic
MW2011 Registration is in
the Foyer on the
Second Floor

Lowes Philadelphia Hotel
1200 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19107  USA
+1 (215) 627-1200
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museum studies

MASTER OF ARTS IN

Gain the foundation necessary to become
a museum leader of tomorrow.
Museums of the 21st century are experiencing rapid changes and new challenges as
they play an ever-expanding role in cultural understanding worldwide. Students in the
Museum Studies Program learn the skills needed to meet these new responsibilities.

Museums and the Web 2012

 Earn your degree online

April 11–14, 2012
San Diego, California, USA

 Study part time with flexible course scheduling
 Focus on technology in the museum

Call For Participation

 Explore global museum perspectives

h t t p : / / c o n f e r e n c e . a rc himu s e .com / mw2 012

Apply online year round.

Online Information Session
Thursday, April 14
6:30 – 7:30 pm
RSVP at museum-studies.jhu.edu

The MW program is built from the ground up, based on your suggestions. Proposals are encouraged on any topic related
to museums creating, facilitating, delivering or participating in culture, science and heritage online.
The MW program takes many forms. Carefully choose the right format for your proposal. Even the best ideas may be rejected if proposed
for a less than appropriate presentation format. Proposals should reflect real accomplishments; ideas are often best discussed in the annual
‘unconference’ event and you can wait to propose them there.
Session Formats

For more information and to RSVP visit
museum-studies.jhu.edu

A Paper in a Session
Research results and evaluated case studies with broad
applicability are presented in 15-20 minutes in formal sessions
with other papers followed by discussion.
Demonstrations
Recent implementations are shown in this intimate, face-to-face,
90 minute format that ensures almost all delegates will see your
project and talk one-on-one.
Pre-Workshops (full or half-day)
Professional education and skills boosting workshops are offered
prior to the meeting.
Mini-Workshop
Teach a new method, tool or technique in a one-hour MiniWorkshop that includes user participation.
Professional Forums
A forum is the best way to engage colleagues in debate around
a topic of concern to the field or to explore an opportunity for
collaboration.

Further Details?
Contact the MW2011 Conference Co-Chairs: David Bearman and
Jennifer Trant by e-mail: mw2012@archimuse.com
Produced by

Archives & Museum Informatics
www.archimuse.com

Performances? Interactions? Services?
Propose any other format of participation and explain how it
works. We are open to one-off ideas.
Exhibitor Briefings
Exhibitors of commercial products and services may give briefings
on recent projects, along with showing products in the Exhibit
Hall.
Multiple Submissions
Multiple proposals about the same project will not be accepted.
Multiple submissions from the same person are rarely accepted.
Co-ordinate your proposal with your colleagues.
Session Proposals
Proposals for sessions should be submitted as individual papers
with a covering note. Papers are reviewed individually; full sessions
are rarely accepted.
Peer Review
All proposals (except Exhibitor Briefings) are subject to critical
peer review by an International Program Committee.

Deadlines
•• September 30, 2011 for Papers, Workshops,
Mini-Workshops and Professional Forums
(written paper required by Jan. 31, 2012)
•• December 31, 2011 for Demonstrations
(written papers optional, due Jan 31, 2012)
•• February 28, 2012 for Exhibitor’s Briefings

Watch http://conference.archimuse.com/mw2012 for online proposal submission, program details, and registration.

Museums and the Web 2011
conference.archimuse.com/mw2011

a collective audio experiment at M&W

In the name of experimenting and sharing
ideas, M&W has teamed up with sound
artist and musician Halsey Burgund to
setup a demonstration here in Philly of his
sound installation, Scapes, which was
exhibited at the deCordova Sculpture
Park and Museum in 2010.
Scapes is powered by a new
location-sensitive audio streaming
technology called Roundware which was
developed for the project. This platform
generates personalized real-time audio
streams which could have interesting
educational and engagement uses, so
giving it a go with this crowd seemed like
a natural fit.

The installation allows you to wander
around downtown Philadelphia while
listening to (and influencing with your
location) an evolving mixture of music
and participant recordings. You can 'tag'
any location with audio comments which
are immediately incorporated into the
musical fabric for everyone to hear.
The system is setup and ready to use
(with an iPhone and much coveted data
network connectivity!), so download the
free 'Scapes' app and give it a shot.
Feel free to use Scapes itself to share your
thoughts, ideas and feedback with
everyone!

For more information and to
see an interactive map of
participant recordings as
they are made, go to:
http://bit.ly/scapesmw
See also:
http://halseyburgund.com
and stay tuned to:
#mw2011

Final Program

Produced by
Archives &
Museum Informatics
158 Lee Ave
Toronto, Ontario
M4E 2P3 Canada
info@archimuse.com
www.archimuse.com
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1200 Market Street
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